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JEE-O unique bathrooms

Creative brain behind JEE-O, concept and product designer 
Lammert Moerman, only has one wish. To enable the world to feel the JEE-O DNA. 
Introduce bon vivants worldwide to the ultimate JEE-O feeling and let them discover 
the experience of showering and bathing in endless atmospheres. Lammert Moerman 
creates products with tranquillity, peace and space for body and mind, always in an 
ambiance of functional luxury.
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JEE-O inspiration

JEE-O is refreshing and ambitious, exclusive and extrovert, tough and bold. 
All product lines are characterised by robust and powerful design, always distinctive 
in its simplicity.

Pure aesthetic enjoyment ... let us energise you!
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Photo: JEE-O  project: New York, USA

JEE-O soho series - black
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Photo: Brendan de Clercq  project: Rituals Cosmetics, New York, USA

JEE-O pure wall basin mixer set - dark gold matt
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Photo: Peter Baas  Interior Architect: Versteegh-Design Project: Spa Domburg, The Netherlands

JEE-O original shower mixer - brushed
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Photo: JEE-O  Project: Berlin, Germany  Artwork: Pablo Lücker

JEE-O soho series - RAW
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Photo: Kusters Fotografie  project: Berg en Dal, The Netherlands

JEE-O pure basin mixer high - brushed and dubai basin
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Photo: Denise Keus for Stijlvol Wonen

JEE-O slimline series - structured black and dubai bath
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Photo: Kusters Fotografie  project: Hotel Manna Nijmegen, The Netherlands

JEE-O slimline bath mixer set - brushed and maya bath 
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Photo: Andor Cohenno  project: Intercodam Amsterdam, Th NetherlandsPhoto: JEE-O  project: Kyoto, Japan

JEE-O pure bath mixer, wall basin mixer - brushed and acanthus bath and annelli basin  
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Photo: Itlas  project: Mantova, Italy

JEE-O pure bath mixer and wall basin mixer - brushed, maya bath and blue basin
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Photo: JEE-O  project: Auckland, New Zealand

JEE-O slimline series - structured black,  rio bath and basins
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Photo: Fox en De Haan  project: LoftNes, Hotel Zee van Tijd, Ameland The Netherlands

JEE-O slimline basin high mixer and elaine basin
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Photo: Andor Cohenno  project: Intercodam Amsterdam, The Netherlands

JEE-O pure bath mixer and wall basin mixer - brushed, dubai bath and basin 
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Photo: JEE-O  project: Venice, Italy

JEE-O flow series - brushed 
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Photo: Binh Tran   project: CHNL architecten en adviseurs. Ivo Verboon, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

JEE-O soho series - black, amsterdam bath and annelli basin 
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JEE-O collection

A look that speaks for itself, JEE-O represents a personal, conscious choice in the 
modern interpretation of free time. Responding to an increasing need for self-
development and more than distinctive in design.



Freestanding shower and bath mixer, wall shower mixer, wall and top mounted 
basin mixers.
Available in brushed stainless steel.

JEE-O flow series by Brian Sironi
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wall shower mixer bath mixershower 02

JEE-O flow basins and bath on page 74



basin mixer floor basin mixer low
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basin mixer high wall basin mixer towel barwall basin mixer



Freestanding showers and bath mixer, wall and top mounted basin mixers and 
accessories. 
Available in brushed (RAW) or coated stainless steel.

JEE-O soho series by Grand & Johnson
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bath mixershower 02shower 01

JEE-O soho basins and bath on page 76



basin/kitchen mixer bidet wall basin mixer
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mixer spout long spout short
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wall hand shower wall shower ceiling shower toilet roll holder spare roll holder toilet brush



soap dish soap dispenser wall soap dispenser
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wall cup robe hook mirror



shelf
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towel holder

towel rack



JEE-O pure series 
by Lammert Moerman

Freestanding showers and bath mixer, wall bath mixer, wall and top mounted 
basin mixers. 
Available in brushed or polished stainless steel.
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shower 01 shower 02 bath mixer



wall bath mixer spout wall basin mixer
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basin mixer high basin mixer setbasin mixer low 



Freestanding shower and bath mixers, wall and top mounted basin mixers and 
accessories. 
Available in brushed or structured black stainless steel.

JEE-O slimline series
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shower 01 bath 01 bath mixer 02



basin mixer floor basin mixer high basin mixer
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bidet pillar tap wall basin mixer



spout long spout spout short
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mixer 01 small mixer 01 mixer 02



mixer TH wall hand shower wall shower bar
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wall shower shower head body jet

ceiling shower shower head



JEE-O original series

Freestanding shower mixers and bath mixer. 
Available in brushed or polished stainless steel.
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shower 02 shower 02THshower 01
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shower 04 bath mixershower push



JEE-O fatline series

Freestanding shower mixers. 
Available in brushed or polished stainless steel.
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shower 01 shower 02 shower 02TH
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shower push shower 04



Make your JEE-O mini-wellness experience complete with the different JEE-O accessories. 
Available in stainless steel brushed, polished, hammercoated, 
powdercoated or structured black.

JEE-O accessories
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wall bracket basin plug siphon



angle valve shower holder
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JEE-O flow series by Brian Sironi

Freestanding basins and bath made from DADOquartz.
Available in white and with spray painted matt outside.

basin
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74

basin high

bath

JEE-O flow shower and bath mixer, wall shower mixer, wall and top mounted basin mixers on page 36



Freestanding basins and bath made from DADOquartz.
Available in white and with spray painted matt outside.

JEE-O soho series by Grand & Johnson
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basin high basin lowbasin

bath

JEE-O soho showers and bath mixer, wall and top mounted basin mixers and accessories on page 40



Freestanding basin and bath made from DADOquartz.
Available in white and with spray painted matt outside.

JEE-O amsterdam series
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basin
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Freestanding basin and bath made from DADOquartz.
Available in white and with spray painted matt outside.

JEE-O dubai series
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Freestanding basin and bath made from DADOquartz.
Available in white and with spray painted matt outside.

JEE-O london series
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basin

bath



Freestanding basins and bath made from DADOquartz.
Available in white and with spray painted matt outside.

JEE-O rio series
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basin smallbasin large

bath



Freestanding basin and bath made from DADOquartz.
Available in white.

JEE-O maya series
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basin

bath



Freestanding basin and bath made from DADOquartz.
Available in white.

JEE-O moloko series
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Freestanding basin and bath made from DADOquartz.
Available in white.

JEE-O elaine series
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Freestanding bath made from DADOquartz.
Available in white.

JEE-O acanthus bath
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Freestanding bath made from DADOquartz.
Available in white.

JEE-O angela bath
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Freestanding basin made from DADOquartz.
Available in white.

JEE-O annelli basin
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Freestanding basin made from DADOquartz.
Available in white.

JEE-O mango basin
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Freestanding basin made from DADOquartz.
Available in white.

JEE-O blue basin
designed by Egoista for hotel Blue Nijmegen
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Hotel MANNA Nijmegen  Nijmegen, The Netherlands   www.mannanijmegen.nl

Finest Playa Mujeres   Quintana Roo, Mexico   www.excellence-resorts.com

Sauna Devarana       Den Bosch, The Netherlands   www.devarana.nl

Kuramathi Island Resort      Rasdhoo Atoll, Maldives   www.kuramathi.com

Manzo’s Suites    Zaandam, The Netherlands   www.manzosuites.nl

De Hoogenweerth Suites      Maastricht, The Netherlands   www.kasteeldehoogenweerth.nl

Hotel Stroom        Rotterdam, The Netherlands   www.stroomrotterdam.nl

SLS Brickel     Miami, Florida, USA   www.slshotels.com

Latitude hotel    Malawi   www.latitudehotels.com

Dutchen     The Netherlands   www.dutchen.nl

Mykonos Grand        Mykonos, Greece   www.mykonosgrand.gr

Marble AMA Andalusia      Huelva, Spain   www.ama-hotels.com

The Ritz-Carlton Aruba   Aruba   www.ritzcarlton.com

Hotel Blue Nijmegen   Nijmegen, The Netherlands   www.blue-nijmegen.nl

The Farm Inn Country Hotel  Pretoria, South Africa   www.farminn.co.za

Nautilus Hotel    Miami Beach, Florida, USA   www.sixtyhotels.com

Beach club Royal    Hoek van Holland, The Netherlands   www.beachclubroyal.nl

Papagayo Beach & Lounge  Jan Thiel, Curaçao   www.papagayo-beach.com

Kempinsky Hotel    Muscat, Oman   www.kempinski.com

Excellence El Carmen   Punta Cana, Dominican Republic   www.excellenceresorts.com

Rockwell Island    North Bimini, Bahamas   www.rockwellisland.com

The Pendry     Baltimore, Maryland, USA   www.pendryhotels.com

Fort Resort Beemster   Zuidoostbeemster, The Netherlands   www.fortresortbeemster.nl

W Hotel     Amsterdam, The Netherlands   www.wamsterdam.nl
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www.jee-o.com




